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Enter Canvas using Username and Password, brings you to this screen.
This is the Canvas Dashboard and currently displays using card view.
The to-do list appears on the right hand side.
You can change how the screen is laid out and put into list view. Press on the 3 dots on the dashboard screen.

The screen looks like this in list view. It displays the courses in order of due date and subject.

You can also list the courses in order of recent activity
to help identify subjects recently worked on.

Below the ‘to do list’, you will find recent feedback and
grades from teachers. Sometimes a teacher will ask
them to do it again.

To go ‘into the classroom’, you click on the course. You have then entered into the ‘classroom’ of that
course subject. On the left hand side, you have the options, so for any announcements, click on
announcements. Most often you will click on assignments to check if an assignment is due i.e. the
homework that needs to be done. Right hand side will show recent feedback for that course subject.

If you go to calendar, you can see at a glance the homework that is due.

If you need help, go to Help and click on Canvas Support.
Click on ‘See Our tutorials’ to view the tutorials

Mobile App View is slightly different but works the
same way

Parent Tips
• Canvas can be accessed through My Ed app on the phone, but it can also
be downloaded as an app on its own. To download Canvas – you need to
search for ‘Canvas Student’. You can also download ‘Canvas Parent’. To
really keep on top of child’s homework, downloading ‘Canvas Student’ is
the best way to monitor your child’s homework submissions.
• Allowing notifications on your settings on your phone from Canvas Student
means you will receive all notifications of homework uploaded.
• Regularly check on homework due dates by going into the calendar and
press ‘to do’ or calendar to give you a summary of the work due for the day
/ week.

Further information
• If you want to know how Canvas works, watch this video for students:
https://community.canvaslms.com/t5/Contingency-Planning/GettingStarted-with-Canvas-as-a-Student/ba-p/256768
• Visit the Support pages here:
https://ernestbevin.instructure.com/courses/2176
• If you have a question about work in a particular subject, contact the
teacher using the email function on Inbox

Frequently Asked Questions
• What is Canvas? - It is an online platform used by the school and the platform where homework is set with due dates and a system where homework
can be submitted online. It also contains at times slides and files which are useful.
• Does all work need to be submitted online? - During lockdown, all work was submitted online through canvas and work was submitted by clicking
‘assignments’ and clicking ‘submit assignment’. Currently, some of the subjects, the teacher is requesting work to be submitted online and other
teachers are requesting paper hand in. You / your child will need to check each course subject to check which method has been requested by the
teacher.
• Does that mean all work has to be typed and need the use of a computer? - No. Just because the work is set online, this does not mean all work needs
to be done on a computer and typed. Many students are choosing to write in their books and then either scan and upload their work or hand in the
work directly to the teacher.
• Are textbooks available on Canvas? - Some subjects, teachers have scanned in relevant pages of books as a resource and uploaded this to canvas.
However, other subjects, the textbooks are available on other forums such as Kerboodle.
• What about online lessons? - As we have now returned to school, there will be no online lessons. Those who are self-isolating, provision will be made
available to them and is likely to be on Microsoft Teams although there are some facilities available on Canvas to have online conferences.
• Why do I, as a parent need to know how to use Canvas? - The boys are taught how to use canvas and most boys are very proficient in using the system
to submit work and to access their work. As with all matters, parents input in their child’s education is essential for the child’s progress and we would
like you to have the tools to be able to monitor and check that your child has been completing their homework well and be able to view feedback as a
way of you monitoring your child’s effort in the work they are set.
• What happens if both my child and I experience problems with the work set on Canvas? - If you are having problems with Canvas system generally,
contact the school in the first instance. If there are problems with individual subjects, contact the subject teacher either through MyEd or through
Canvas Inbox.
• What is I want to submit work online but the button to submit an assignment is not there? - If the button for submitting an assignment is not there, it
is likely that there is an expectation for your child to hand the work in on paper and therefore he should hand the work in by hand.
• Do I have to set my notifications on for homework set through Canvas? -No. As long as you are regularly monitoring the homework due dates and
ensuring your child is completing them, there is no need for you to have to set your notifications or to download Canvas as an app. Some parents have
indicated they have found it useful, it is down to you to decide how you wish to monitor your child’s homework output.
• Are you still using exercise books? - Yes. Exercise books are still being used however due to Covid restrictions, the books have to be isolated for 2 days
before being returned.

